Privacy and freedom when using internet resources are important considerations for users and the industry. Users dislike censorship and would be wary of monitoring online movements even if they did not do anything to contravene the law or common human sense.
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These considerations were important when Ian Clarke devised Freenet. This system uses a decentralized peer-to-peer architecture in which each node provides data storage to store files to share with peers. In Freenet, each file automatically assigns itself a location-independent and globally unique identifier (GUID), a special kind of key which Freenet uses to identify the file. From (GUID) a node can estimate -but not guarantee -the file location.
Freenet receives considerable public attention, especially amongst those who care about security when using the internet, and the company has many supporters worldwide. On the other hand, Freenet has been used by criminals to store their communications and has even been used to exchange viruses and child pornography.
Requesting Files
When a node receives a query about a certain file, it will first check its own store. If this is found, it will then send it back. If not found, it will check its routing table to determine the node by holding the closest key and resending the request. The new node will do the same as the previous one.
If the request succeeds and the file is found in the storage of one node of the chain, it will send the file upstream. It may be the case that some nodes on this chain will make a copy of this file depending on the distance between them and the source of this file.
There is a limit for requesting a hops-to-live in the form of a decrement at each node. If the limit finishes without finding the requesting file, then this query will fail. If the node returns the same requesting message again, it will reject the message and send it back one step to the previous node, which will attempt its second choice. 
Performance Analysis
A simulated network was created to test Freenet scalability and fault tolerance.
Scalability
It appears that Freenet should be capable of scaling to one million nodes with a median path length of just 30 hops.
Fault Tolerance
The network is surprisingly robust against quite large failures. The median path length remains below 20 hops even when up to 30% of nodes fail.
Conclusion
By using Freenet you can securely and efficiently publish, organize, index, search, update and retrieve files and information. Freenet has many active supporters, who appreciate the security of the system and company policies. It is impossible to determine exactly how many users there are or how many inserts and requests are working.
Freenet is particularly attractive in countries where censorship and monitoring take place, such as China. However, misuse can be a problem. Illegal and anti-social uses have been known to use Freenet. As such, Freenet carries with it all the problems and possibilities the internet in general: specifically, it provides widespread freedom while at the same time makes possible illegal activities which limit the freedom of others.
